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ICONS Rule 0

ICONS Rule 0: Make the game your own. Basically, stop worrying about “balancing” 
and start thinking about “would this character work in the campaign, and be fun to  
play?” - Gareth Michael Skarka

Basic Tests

Effort = Ability Level (1 to 10) + Dice Result (-5 to +5) +/- Optional Bonus/Penalty 
+ Optional Specialty (+1 to +3)

Effect = Effort - Difficulty (1 to 10) [see table below for Outcome]

Effect Outcome
Less than 0 Failure. The effort fails to achieve the desired effect.
0 to 2 Moderate success. The effort succeeds by a small margin.
3 to 4 Major success. The effort succeeds enough to be noticeably well done
5 or more Massive success. Not only is the effort noticeably successful, it has 

additional secondary benefits.

Massive Cosmic Success: an Effort of 15 or more on a Test of Cosmic (10) Difficulty
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The Basics

Tests
*********
Q: What are we to use to gauge difficulty levels for tests not opposed by villains? If I 
want it to be a fairly simple DC should I just use the DC of the character's ability since 
they would have roughly a 60% chance to be successful? Maybe something even a tad 
easier could be the character's ability score -1 or -2 and for harder +1 or +2. 

A: [Steve Kenson:] Pretty much, yes. 
*********
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Hero Creation

Bonus Powers and Random Character Generation
*********
Q: When you get a power, then buy a bonus power linked to that power, do you get it at 
the same rank? Example : my player has a Super Speed of 8, and wants to get Fast Attack 
as a bonus power, so is it also an 8 or does that power get its own rank? In other words, if 
you choose a bonus power during random character generation, do you get the power at 
the same power level as the power that gave you access to the bonus power, or do you 
roll for the bonus power's power level?

A: [Gareth Skarka:] I've always done it that you get the bonus power at the same level as 
the first, since they're thematically connected.

A: [Steve Kenson:] In my games, you get bonus powers at the same level as the "parent" 
power, unless, of course, the bonus is something that doesn't involve a level at all (such 
as changing the range or other effect of the parent power) in which case it doesn't matter. 
This is the same for gaining bonus powers as power stunts (which also take effect at 
the base power's level). Game Masters are, of course, welcome to vary this as they see 
fit. I just find using the base power's level easier and more in line with the concept of 
bonus powers encouraging a "theme". 
*********

Point-Buy Option, p. 17
*********
Q: Point Cost of Powers - some powers are marked as "double" meaning that using the 
random roll method, these powers occupy two "slots". In the point buy system, powers 
cost 1 point per level, do double powers cost double as well?

A: [Steve Kenson:] They don't by default (powers all cost the same: 1 point per level), 
although you can have them cost double if you prefer.

Q: Bonus Powers - Some powers grant bonus powers that occupy another power slot 
without needing to be rolled. How do bonus powers work in the point buy system? Do 
you just pay for them as a separate power?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Essentially, yes. Much of what bonus powers are intended to do is 
irrelevant in the point-buy system, since you get to pick all your powers anyway. So you 
don't need the ability to swap random powers for themed ones that bonus powers give 
you.

So most "bonus" powers are just bought as additional powers for the usual 1 point per 
level. In cases where a bonus power is a modification to an existing power, like making a 
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touch power work at close range without touching, treat it like increasing the power's cost 
per level by 1 (so from 1 per level to 2 per level for "base" power).
*********
Q: When doing point-buy how is Wizardry handled? If I buy Wizardry 4 it counts as two 
powers. How much does it cost? How much for additional powers?

A: [Steve Kenson:] The point-buy option does not alter the "cost" of a power (in points), 
they all cost the same: 1 point per level. You can double the costs, if you like, but it tends 
to place those powers pretty out of reach. Point-buy also doesn't really provide bonus 
powers. If you need to apply one, pay the power's level cost again.

Q: So you buy Wizardry 6. It costs six points. Do I get two powers per the power entry? 
Or do you have to pay for the extra power?

A: [Steve Kenson:] No, I'd say you get the default two. 

Q: ICONS Wizardry Entry p. 40 Choose two power effects you can duplicate with your 
Wizardry. So any additional powers would have to be bought at rank 6 cost, right?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Right.
*********
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Team Creation

This section contains no clarifications.
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Abilities

This section contains no clarifications.
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Specialties

Martial Arts
*********
Q: Is the Martial Arts specialty for attacking only, or can it be used for defense, and if so, 
under what circumstances?

A: [Steve Kenson:] The Martial Arts specialty can apply a Prowess bonus for evading, 
which applies to close (Prowess and Strength) attacks, but not ranged attacks. Probably 
why martial artists are so often also acrobats...

FWIW, I also allow the Weapons specialty to apply to evasion ("parry") attempts when it 
involves a close weapon (using Prowess) as opposed to a ranged one.
*********
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Powers

Bonus Powers and Random Character Generation
*********
Q: When you get a power, then buy a bonus power linked to that power, do you get it at 
the same rank? Example : my player has a Super Speed of 8, and wants to get Fast Attack 
as a bonus power, so is it also an 8 or does that power get its own rank? In other words, if 
you choose a bonus power during random character generation, do you get the power at 
the same power level as the power that gave you access to the bonus power, or do you 
roll for the bonus power's power level?

A: [Gareth Skarka:] I've always done it that you get the bonus power at the same level as 
the first, since they're thematically connected.

A: [Steve Kenson:] In my games, you get bonus powers at the same level as the "parent" 
power, unless, of course, the bonus is something that doesn't involve a level at all (such 
as changing the range or other effect of the parent power) in which case it doesn't matter. 
This is the same for gaining bonus powers as power stunts (which also take effect at 
the base power's level). Game Masters are, of course, welcome to vary this as they see 
fit. I just find using the base power's level easier and more in line with the concept of 
bonus powers encouraging a "theme". 
*********

Devices and Vehicles
*********
Q: Does anyone know if the likes of vehicles such as the Batmobile, are handled just like 
other devices/gadgets?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Pretty much. Vehicles are just movement power devices.
*********

Absorption
*********
Q: The Absorption power refers to taking a bonus power to make it apply to all physical 
damage or all energy damage. The Invulnerability power says it applies to all physical 
damage. Does this mean that Invulnerability doesn't apply to energy damage? At first I 
thought Invulnerability applied to things like lasers but not to mental blasts, but now I'm 
wondering if lasers are included. And what exactly is physical vs. energy? I don't see that 
defined anywhere.

A: [Steve Kenson:] It doesn't. That was a poor choice of words on my part. Technically, 
it should say Invulnerability applies to "all physical and energy damage". In that instance, 
I was using "physical" to mean "not mental, spiritual, or biological" – so your 
Invulnerability does not protect against Mental Blasts, for example.
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Generally speaking, "physical" damage involves some sort of kinetic impact (including 
the force of slashing, piercing, and other sharp weapons, or the impact of bullets as well 
as fists). "Energy" damage involves some type of radiant energy like heat, radiation, etc., 
including fire, lightning, lasers, and so forth.
*********

Alter-Ego
*********
Steve Kenson on Alter-Ego: Now Alter-Ego provides a second powered form. 
Essentially, you create two characters rather than one and can switch between them. The 
second character has one less power (to "pay" for also having Alter-Ego). Otherwise, 
there's no difference between the "primary" and "secondary" character, although the GM 
may require certain traits (such as origin, mental abilities, or some aspects) from the 
primary character to carry over to the Alter-Ego, in which case those things wouldn't be 
rolled or assigned, just carried over.

A hero with an ordinary human identity (e.g. Billy Batson and Captain Marvel) can 
simply take is as an aspect (like a challenge, since the normal form lacks powers and 
might get stuck that way). In that case, the point-cost of the normal form is largely 
irrelevant, so long as it fits whatever parameters the GM defines. 
Q: OK, so if you don't ask for any shared traits, each gets its own assortment of qualities 
and challenges, right?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Yes, they do.
*********

Blinding
*********
Q: So, I'm looking at the book, and there are no rules for blindness. There's a Blinding 
power, but there's no mechanics to support it.

A: [Steve Kenson:] Blindness in ICONS is basically a –2 modifier to tests requiring or 
involving sight, using the guidelines for Limited Visibility on page 68. The GM may 
want to apply the modifier to all attacks (rather than just ranged attacks, as specified for 
visibility) given the more profound nature of being completely blind.
*********

Fast Attack and Other Offensive Powers
*********
Q: Okay, so one of my players rolled a Fast Attack 7 and he also has the Paralysis power. 
With Fast Attack 7 he gets three attacks per round. Can one of those attacks be a use of 
the Paralysis power?
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A: [Steve Kenson:] Nothing in the rules says it can't be,so I don't see why not unless you, 
as Game Master, prefer to rule otherwise.
*********

Force Field
*********
Q: Say you have Force Field 4 and you need at least Force Field 8 to contain an 
explosive, how can a player increase his power rank?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Technically, you can't: there's no game mechanic for increasing a 
power's rank outside of the optional advancement rules.
However, I would frame the situation you describe in a different way: namely, a hero has 
Force Field 4 and needs to contain an explosion. The GM decides the difficulty is 8, 
meaning the player needs to roll a +4 or better on a Force Field test to succeed. Given 
that there's only about a 5% chance of that, the player is most likely going to want to tag 
one of the character's qualities to make this a determined effort.

If lacking in Determination, a clever player can offer a temporary challenge as a means of 
getting an extra point; "Can I apply a 'tired' or 'pushed to the limits' aspect to my hero to 
reflect that he is really tired out?" The GM gets to approve, and can also say that, after 
the hero manages to pull off containing the explosion, he is at a penalty, his Force Field is 
temporarily "burnt out" or some other consequence to reflect the challenge.
*********

Leaping
*********
Q: I have a character with Leaping 3. How far is that? The Leaping power entry only 
takes about level 7 and beyond.

A: [Steve Kenson:] Well, as Leaping 7 is "out to visual distance," not to be cheeky, but 
I'd say Leaping 1–6 is between close and visual range; we can probably say that level 3 is 
about halfway, whatever that may be, so chances are it's a good distance (like several city 
blocks).
*********

Life Drain
*********
Q: I've been assuming that Life Drain:

1. Bypasses damage resistance powers. It isn't described as "damage", so Invulnerability 
(and similar effects, Force Field, etc.) wouldn't reduce it.

2. Does not slam or stun. It isn't a bash, slash, blast or shooting attack, so it subtracts from 
Stamina as described in the power and that is it.
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Is that correct? Or am I misunderstanding one or both of those?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Correct on both counts, in my humble opinion. That was my intent as 
to how Life Drain works. 
*********

Possession
*********
Q: I had a question about distances and the range of certain powers. If I'm reading this 
right, all touch attacks and other unarmed attacks require you to be at personal range, or 
move to it, right? What about powers that are somewhat ambiguous, or don't even 
mention a range at all like Possession.

A: [Steve Kenson:] Possession mentions that it works like Mind Control, except as noted. 
Thus it is also visual range. Again, Possession works like Mind Control, so: Mind 
Control, page 45 - "A target ... must be within visual range and have a Willpower level 
less than the level of this power or your own Willpower, whichever is greater. Those with 
greater Willpower are immune to your control unless you first tag one of their aspects. To 
take control of another, roll a Mind Control test with a difficulty of the target’s 
Willpower. If successful, the target is under your control..."
*********

Power Theft
*********
Q: I know Power Theft is a 'x2' power, but is the only way to defend against it is to not 
get hit? I mean, most powers like this allow some kind of resistance roll, even after 
getting hit, but not Power Theft? Possession seems even more potent, as I mentioned 
above, there seems to be no range mentioned, how do you handle resisting being 
possessed? Is it meant to be a touch attack first?

A: [Steve Kenson:] The defense against Power Theft is indeed not getting hit. That seems 
to be how power thieves work in the comics. I haven't seen too many cases of targets 
"resisting" – struggling to escape the power thief's grip, sure, but not going "Whew, lucky 
I was able to keep Lamprey from stealing my powers!" Of course, a low level power thief 
is going to take some time to fully drain a target. A decent house-rule for those who want 
it is an opposed power level test, with the thief stealing levels equal to the effect.
*********

Probability Control and Villains
*********
Q: How do I handle a villain (or non-player hero) with Probability Control when they 
don't have or use Determination?
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A: [Steve Kenson:] Similar to a hero, the villain has "bonus" Determination equal to the 
Probability Control power's level. The Good Luck version allows the villain to effectively 
increase an ability by +2 per point spent for one action or retcon "lucky breaks". The Bad 
Luck version allows the villain to increase difficulties for others by +2 per point spent or 
retcon "unlucky breaks" for them.

In both cases, the GM gets a number of "free" uses equal to the villain's power level 
before having to award the players any Determination. Any uses of Probability Control 
past that point should award Determination like any other challenge or villainous use of 
Determination.

Example: The Killer Gamemaster uses his Probability Control to cause a ladder to break 
under a hero, increasing the difficulty of the Coordination test by +2.This costs one of his 
"free" uses of Probability Control but does not award the affect hero a Determination 
point.

Some GMs may wish to award Determination for villainous uses of Probability Control 
anyway, depending on the style of the game. Typically, most villains will exhaust their 
free uses fairly quickly, especially if they are facing a whole team of heroes, but some 
groups may find being deprived of the usual rewards of encountering challenges 
somewhat frustrating. Balance withholding and awarding Determination as best suits the 
flow of your game.
*********

Wizardry
*********
Q: The description in the Wizardry power says that you roll for it, but have to reduce it if 
you get a result higher than the linked ability.
A: [Steve Kenson:] Correct.

Q: However, when you posted Miss Tikal it was kind of implied that it was set at the 
level of her linked ability (Willpower, IIRC.) Also, every NPC released so far has a 
Wizardry power ranked at the same level as the linked ability - except for one villain in 
the main book, whose Wizardry is one point HIGHER than the linked ability.

A: [Steve Kenson:] Rex Mundi uses the suggested option of basing his Wizardry on his 
specialty-modified ability level. Also note that Dr. Zodiac's Magic Wizardry is a good 
deal lower than his Willpower. It just so happens that many NPCs have Wizardry at the 
level of their linked ability; it is, after all, quite often a key part of what makes the 
character work. In any system where the rules for NPCs are "just make up their traits, if 
you want" the NPCs will always have an "unfair" advantage.
*********
Q: Can Wizardry be used to boost an existing power?
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A: [Steve Kenson:] I'd tend to use the Ability Boost power as a precedent/guideline: 
increase the affected power up to the Wizardry level (rather than adding them; ICONS' 
scale makes that problematic) for pages equal to Wizardry level, then impose a –1 
modifier to the affected power's level for the same number of pages after the boost wears 
off.
*********

Wizardry and Villains
*********
Q: How do I handle a villain (or non-player hero) with Wizardry, since only heroes have 
and use Determination?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Same as handling a villain performing a power stunt or any other use 
of Determination, really. Choose the character's standard Wizardry powers (equivalent to 
a hero's assigned bonus powers). Any other powers you come up with for the character to 
duplicate in play count as power stunts; award players Determination when the villain 
uses them.

Note that since there's no real limit to how many standard Wizardry powers you can 
assign a villain in advance, you should be reasonably generous in awarding 
Determination, so long as the duplicated power is something that counts as a new 
challenge for the heroes. If it is just a variation on a theme (more for flavor than effect) 
you might withhold a Determination award, but generally try to hand out some 
Determination when a foe uses the flexibility of Wizardry to his or her advantage.

Example: Tempus Khan has Wizardry (Gadgets) 9, representing his tremendously 
advanced technology. His standard powers for it are Blast and Time Control. If the GM 
has Khan bust out with a Dimensional Travel Ray (the equivalent of an Alternation Ray 
for the Dimensional Travel power on p. 46 of Icons) to transport the heroes to an 
alternate Earth, that's worth awarding the affected heroes Determination for the villain's 
novel power use. If, on the other hand, Khan just uses his Wizardry to increase his 
Strength to 9 (like a use of Ability Boost) so he can engage his foes in "honorable" hand-
to-hand combat, the GM might consider that just a minor variation, given his standard 
Blast power already lets him do level 9 damage at a distance, and not award any 
Determination for that particular use of Wizardry on the villain's part. The same would 
likely be true if Tempus Khan used his Wizardry to present a holographic image of his 
master plan to some captured heroes; it's technically a Wizardry power stunt for the 
Illusion power, but it doesn't really constitute a challenge for the heroes (indeed, it may 
actually help them out when they later manage to escape!).
*********
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Taking Action

Doing Things: Strength: Blocking
*********
Q: I am a little confused, since blocking is an action, do you have to declare who you are 
blocking, or does it affect all appropriate attacks until the character's next panel?

A: [Steve Kenson:] If you're blocking, you can block any attacks against you that page. 
That's how I handle it.
*********

Damage: Slams and Stuns
*********
Mike Olson on Slams and Stuns: Re: the slam/stun/kill thing, it goes both ways. It's just 
that the descriptions don't make that clear. This was a major source of annoyance for me 
until someone pointed out a more logical way to look at it.

When you get a Major or Massive Success against a target with a Bashing attack, roll 
your thing (the attack's damage or level, whichever it is -- I can't remember). Treat your 
result as the difficulty number for the target to overcome with his Strength. Then just 
look at the table: a Failure means he's knocked back, a Moderate Success means he's 
knocked down, and a Major/Massive Success means he just takes damage. (Of course, he 
takes damage in any event, assuming it gets through his Invulnerability or whatever.) 
[Steve Kenson: Thanks, Mike, that is very clearly explained, and indeed how it is 
intended to work!]
*********
Q: SLAMMING/STUNNING question: If an attack achieves a potential slam/stun 
outcome and inflicts 0 or more Stamina damage to the target, test the target's Strength 
against the damage level. Is damage level for these tests figured before or after 
subtracting armor/Invulnerability?
A: [The Fifth Wanderer:] I'd say the damage level is figured before subtracting armor or 
Invulnerability. Otherwise too many of the tests would be ridiculously easy. If you did '0 
damage' then you'd be testing against zero, which most characters would almost always 
pass.

A: [Steve Kenson:] That is the intention, yes. The attack's original damage level (before 
applying armor) is used for those tests.
*********
Q: A great many of the villains presented have Invulnerability or Force Field of six or 
seven or better. Since nobody in my party can deal more than six damage (two of them do 
four, so I think they can't even contribute to the one who does six by giving her a plus 
one), it's going to be quite difficult for them to put a scratch on any of those villains.
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A: [Gareth:] You don't need to deal Stamina damage to slam or stun a villain -- just score 
a Major or Massive success. 

A: [Steve Kenson:] Technically, you need at least 0 Stamina damage (that is, damage 
equal to the target's armor), but a decent variant rule is to ignore that requirement, or at 
least lessen it, and allow negative Stamina damage to still score slams or stuns.

A: [Gareth:] Players can also use focused effort (p 79), or use stunts to circumvent a 
villain's advantages -- and then, of course, players can also tag a villain's aspects for 
advantage. The players might have to think outside the "I hit him" box, but there are 
always options.

A: [Steve Kenson:] All true. Indeed, a great many comic stories revolve around finding a 
way to overcome a seemingly "unstoppable" villain.

A: [Fearless Leader:] You overcome this problem with using your Qualities and the other 
character's Challenges. Think Spider-man vs. Rhino - Spidey's punches can't hurt Rhino, 
so he gets Rhino to hurt himself by taunting him into running into a wall, off a building, 
etc. The player does this by tagging his own 'Proportional Strength and Agility of a 
Spider' Quality and Rhino's 'Easily Enraged' Challenge. You tag the first to get the major 
or massive effect for the Stun/KO (Determined Effort). Then tag the second to use 
Rhino's own Strength and Speed against himself (Focused Effort).

Team members can also use this technique to gang up on tough guys.

Another thing to do is spend a point of Determination to put something in the 
environment that CAN hurt the tough guy. A crane carrying a massive load of girders, a 
giant junkyard magnet, a tanker truck full of liquid nitrogen, electrical substation, or 
whatever.

A: [Aos:] There are also plenty of powers that go right around it as well- Paralysis, Life 
Drain, Affliction, Power Nullification and Mental Blast for example. This type of stuff 
and what you mention are basically the ways to beat the Hulk. High Invulnerability 
characters are not game breakers they are opportunities.
*********

Damage: Falling
*********
Q: How do you or would you handle falling damage in your game?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Determine a damage level: 1–3 for a relatively short fall, 4–6 for a 
moderate distance, and 7–10 for a long fall. I tend to do it abstractly but, as a quick rule 
of thumb, consider a fall’s damage level equal to its distance in feet, divided by 10. So a 
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10-foot fall is damage 1, up to a 100-foot fall as damage 10. Damage maxes out at level 
10.

Treat a fall as a possible killing outcome as well: test the victim’s Strength against the 
damage (assuming 0 or more damage is inflicted) with the results given on p. 70 of 
ICONS.

Example: All-American Girl grabs Troll and flies up, up, and away to move the fight out  
of the crowded urban area. Troll manages to clock America’s Sweetheart and stuns her  
momentarily, apparently forgetting she’s what’s keeping them in the air. Oops. Troll falls  
some 90 feet for 9 damage (90, divided by 10). His Invulnerability reduces that to 0  
Stamina damage, but the GM still asks All-American Girl’s player to test the damage  
against Troll’s Strength for a possible killing outcome. She rolls and gets a 0 on the dice  
for an effort of 9. That’s equal to Troll’s Strength 9, a moderate outcome, so his Stamina  
is reduced to 0 and he’s left unconscious (but otherwise unharmed) by the fall. Had All-
American Girl’s player rolled a –3 or less, or if the fall had been one damage level less,  
there would have been no effect on Troll at all. 

That's how I handle it.
*********

Blindness
*********
Q: So, I'm looking at the book, and there are no rules for blindness. There's a Blinding 
power, but there's no mechanics to support it.

A: [Steve Kenson:] Blindness in ICONS is basically a –2 modifier to tests requiring or 
involving sight, using the guidelines for Limited Visibility on page 68. The GM may 
want to apply the modifier to all attacks (rather than just ranged attacks, as specified for 
visibility) given the more profound nature of being completely blind.
*********

Fast Attack and Other Offensive Powers
*********
Q: Okay, so one of my players rolled a Fast Attack 7 and he also has the Paralysis power. 
With Fast Attack 7 he gets three attacks per round. Can one of those attacks be a use of 
the Paralysis power?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Nothing in the rules says it can't be,so I don't see why not unless you, 
as Game Master, prefer to rule otherwise.
*********
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Time: Villains and Conflict
*********
Q: I ran an X-Men game using ICONS over this past weekend and ran a group of four 
players against the Black Queen. I discovered pretty quickly in that, even though she was 
a complete and total monster and would've destroyed any of them individually, having to 
wait for four attacks and not really getting to do anything until her turn really took a lot 
out of her. Am I doing it wrong? Should she be able to do more than 1 action (such as a 
few attacks and maneuvers?) after all four of the players go - or is the RPG convention of 
turns the correct way? The game before this one, Magneto got destroyed because he 
couldn't compensate for the 4 players each getting an attack, and if he missed on his one 
action on his turn, it was lights out...
What I did to kind of make the encounter challenging is fudge that she had the Fast 
Attack quality and let her go after every other player, making the encounter much more 
fun (and threatening) to the players. Is that a good solution or did I totally fudge it up???

A: [Gareth:] That's the best solution, and often what I do for the sort of villains who take 
on entire groups single-handed. 
*********
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Determination

Determination and Aspects
*********
Steve Kenson: The key difference between a quality and a challenge is players can tag 
qualities to spend Determination and the GM can compel them, awarding Determination. 
Challenges, on the other hand, can only be compelled. Their only "upside" is they earn 
you Determination. Tagging qualities costs you Determination. Having qualities or 
challenges compelled earns you Determination.
*********
Q: I have never played FATE or any of its variant, so I am kinda of a newb to this whole 
tagging aspects. Could you give varied examples of qualities/challenges from actual 
comic scenes?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Um, not off the top of my head, no. It's pretty straightforward, 
however. You tag qualities in order to spend Determination on things like determined 
effort, focused effort, etc.

So, for example, a player tags her hero's "Compassionate" quality in order to spend 
Determination on a test to rescue the victims of a disaster, drawing on the strength of her 
compassion. Or a player tags his hero's "Billionaire Playboy" quality to spend 
Determination to retcon having access to a penthouse apartment and skilled valet in a 
strange foreign city. ("Nice to have you visiting, sir.")

Challenges work similarly. The GM compels a hero's "Weakened by Darkness" 
challenge, saying the villain has trapped him in a lightless box. The player gets a point of 
Determination and has to figure a way out ... without the use of the hero's powers! 
Players can play the compelling game, too: A player asks to compel her hero's severe 
Claustrophobia, suggesting perhaps the collapsing debris has trapped her in a small space. 
She gets to play out the hero's struggle to free herself and earns a point of Determination 
for doing so.
*********
Q: Catchphrases and Epithets, do they provide any benefit mechanically or it more for 
fluff's sake.

A: [Steve Kenson:] They are eminently useful qualities to tag when you need to spend 
Determination; e.g. a hero making a determined effort might yell out her catchphrase, 
whereas a hero using focused effort (just for example, it isn't limited to this) might 
remind someone, even if it's just the other players, of his epithet ("Well, fortunately, I am 
'Hell on Wheels' so..."). Remember, tagging a quality is a key component of spending 
Determination in a number of instances.
*********
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Villains, Determination and Aspects
*********
Q: In ICONS, would it be correct to say only player characters have Determination, and 
all NPCs, the good, the bad, and the not so pretty, do not have Determination?

A: [Blacky the Blackball:] Villains have qualities and challenges just like PCs.
A player can spend one or more Determination in order to compel one of the villain's 
challenges in order to get a bonus against them in just the same way as they can spend 
one or more Determination to tag one of their own qualities for a similar bonus.

e.g. The players are having trouble getting through Kommandant Karnage's power armor. 
One player spends a Determination to compel the villain's "Overconfident" challenge, in 
order to power-stunt her electrical Blast into a Binding with the rationale that Herr 
Kommandant didn't bother to protect the joints of his armor properly because he didn't 
expect anyone to target them, so with a well-aimed Blast she can short them out and 
prevent him from moving.

The GM can tag one of the villain's qualities in order to give the villain a bonus. Instead 
of the villain spending Determination to do this, the player that the villain’s action is 
directed against gains the Determination that the villain would have spent.

e.g. The PCs are facing down The Mighty Mesmer and his allies. Most of the PCs have 
been captured, but one is holding out. The GM tags one of The Mighty Mesmer's 
qualities - he is "Mankind's Mightiest Mind Manipulator" - in order to guarantee a Major 
success against the holdout hero. This ends up costing him 2 Determination, which are 
given to the hero (to be used later when they attempt to escape from Mesmer's death-
trap...)

A: [Steve Kenson:] Nicely put, Blacky, couldn't have said it better myself.

Q: This begs the question, how do the players (and/or their characters) know that the 
villain has a particular challenge? Sure, it can come from investigation (the villain is 
motivated to find a cure for her spouse's disease) or observation (the villain only steals 
items related to canines), but what about other challenges that are hidden?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Simple roleplaying interaction, encouraging villains to monologue 
and give things away, using super-senses (including Telepathy and Precognition), 
Intellect, Awareness, or Presence tests for insight into a foe's background, psychology, or 
to encourage the aforementioned interactions, or pure and simple guesswork, to name a 
few. In the last case, I also tend to be fairly generous: if a player is in the ballpark, they 
get to tag the challenge and spend the Determination. It's often more of an art than a 
science.
*********
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Villains, Determination and Probability Control
*********
Q: How do I handle a villain (or non-player hero) with Probability Control when they 
don't have or use Determination?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Similar to a hero, the villain has "bonus" Determination equal to the 
Probability Control power's level. The Good Luck version allows the villain to effectively 
increase an ability by +2 per point spent for one action or retcon "lucky breaks". The Bad 
Luck version allows the villain to increase difficulties for others by +2 per point spent or 
retcon "unlucky breaks" for them.

In both cases, the GM gets a number of "free" uses equal to the villain's power level 
before having to award the players any Determination. Any uses of Probability Control 
past that point should award Determination like any other challenge or villainous use of 
Determination.

Example: The Killer Gamemaster uses his Probability Control to cause a ladder to break 
under a hero, increasing the difficulty of the Coordination test by +2.This costs one of his 
"free" uses of Probability Control but does not award the affect hero a Determination 
point.

Some GMs may wish to award Determination for villainous uses of Probability Control 
anyway, depending on the style of the game. Typically, most villains will exhaust their 
free uses fairly quickly, especially if they are facing a whole team of heroes, but some 
groups may find being deprived of the usual rewards of encountering challenges 
somewhat frustrating. Balance withholding and awarding Determination as best suits the 
flow of your game.
*********

Villains, Determination and Wizardry
*********
Q: How do I handle a villain (or non-player hero) with Wizardry, since only heroes have 
and use Determination?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Same as handling a villain performing a power stunt or any other use 
of Determination, really. Choose the character's standard Wizardry powers (equivalent to 
a hero's assigned bonus powers). Any other powers you come up with for the character to 
duplicate in play count as power stunts; award players Determination when the villain 
uses them.

Note that since there's no real limit to how many standard Wizardry powers you can 
assign a villain in advance, you should be reasonably generous in awarding 
Determination, so long as the duplicated power is something that counts as a new 
challenge for the heroes. If it is just a variation on a theme (more for flavor than effect) 
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you might withhold a Determination award, but generally try to hand out some 
Determination when a foe uses the flexibility of Wizardry to his or her advantage.

Example: Tempus Khan has Wizardry (Gadgets) 9, representing his tremendously 
advanced technology. His standard powers for it are Blast and Time Control. If the GM 
has Khan bust out with a Dimensional Travel Ray (the equivalent of an Alternation Ray 
for the Dimensional Travel power on p. 46 of Icons) to transport the heroes to an 
alternate Earth, that's worth awarding the affected heroes Determination for the villain's 
novel power use. If, on the other hand, Khan just uses his Wizardry to increase his 
Strength to 9 (like a use of Ability Boost) so he can engage his foes in "honorable" hand-
to-hand combat, the GM might consider that just a minor variation, given his standard 
Blast power already lets him do level 9 damage at a distance, and not award any 
Determination for that particular use of Wizardry on the villain's part. The same would 
likely be true if Tempus Khan used his Wizardry to present a holographic image of his 
master plan to some captured heroes; it's technically a Wizardry power stunt for the 
Illusion power, but it doesn't really constitute a challenge for the heroes (indeed, it may 
actually help them out when they later manage to escape!).
*********
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Game Mastering

Power Level of Power Stunts  taken as Bonus Powers (p. 80; p. 93)
*********
Q: When you get a power, then buy a bonus power linked to that power, do you get it at 
the same rank? Example : my player has a Super Speed of 8, and wants to get Fast Attack 
as a bonus power, so is it also an 8 or does that power get its own rank? In other words, if 
you choose a bonus power during random character generation, do you get the power at 
the same power level as the power that gave you access to the bonus power, or do you 
roll for the bonus power's power level?

A: [Gareth Skarka:] I've always done it that you get the bonus power at the same level as 
the first, since they're thematically connected.

A: [Steve Kenson:] In my games, you get bonus powers at the same level as the "parent" 
power, unless, of course, the bonus is something that doesn't involve a level at all (such 
as changing the range or other effect of the parent power) in which case it doesn't matter. 
This is the same for gaining bonus powers as power stunts (which also take effect at 
the base power's level). Game Masters are, of course, welcome to vary this as they see 
fit. I just find using the base power's level easier and more in line with the concept of 
bonus powers encouraging a "theme". 
*********
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Villains

A Single Villain vs. a Party of Heroes (Taking Action: Time: Villains and Conflict)
*********
Q: I ran an X-Men game using ICONS over this past weekend and ran a group of four 
players against the Black Queen. I discovered pretty quickly in that, even though she was 
a complete and total monster and would've destroyed any of them individually, having to 
wait for four attacks and not really getting to do anything until her turn really took a lot 
out of her. Am I doing it wrong? Should she be able to do more than 1 action (such as a 
few attacks and maneuvers?) after all four of the players go - or is the RPG convention of 
turns the correct way? The game before this one, Magneto got destroyed because he 
couldn't compensate for the 4 players each getting an attack, and if he missed on his one 
action on his turn, it was lights out...
What I did to kind of make the encounter challenging is fudge that she had the Fast 
Attack quality and let her go after every other player, making the encounter much more 
fun (and threatening) to the players. Is that a good solution or did I totally fudge it up???

A: [Gareth:] That's the best solution, and often what I do for the sort of villains who take 
on entire groups single-handed. 
*********

Villains, Determination and Aspects
*********
Q: In ICONS, would it be correct to say only player characters have Determination, and 
all NPCs, the good, the bad, and the not so pretty, do not have Determination?

A: [Blacky the Blackball:] Villains have qualities and challenges just like PCs.
A player can spend one or more Determination in order to compel one of the villain's 
challenges in order to get a bonus against them in just the same way as they can spend 
one or more Determination to tag one of their own qualities for a similar bonus.

e.g. The players are having trouble getting through Kommandant Karnage's power armor. 
One player spends a Determination to compel the villain's "Overconfident" challenge, in 
order to power-stunt her electrical Blast into a Binding with the rationale that Herr 
Kommandant didn't bother to protect the joints of his armor properly because he didn't 
expect anyone to target them, so with a well-aimed Blast she can short them out and 
prevent him from moving.

The GM can tag one of the villain's qualities in order to give the villain a bonus. Instead 
of the villain spending Determination to do this, the player that the villain’s action is 
directed against gains the Determination that the villain would have spent.

e.g. The PCs are facing down The Mighty Mesmer and his allies. Most of the PCs have 
been captured, but one is holding out. The GM tags one of The Mighty Mesmer's 
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qualities - he is "Mankind's Mightiest Mind Manipulator" - in order to guarantee a Major 
success against the holdout hero. This ends up costing him 2 Determination, which are 
given to the hero (to be used later when they attempt to escape from Mesmer's death-
trap...)

A: [Steve Kenson:] Nicely put, Blacky, couldn't have said it better myself.

Q: This begs the question, how do the players (and/or their characters) know that the 
villain has a particular challenge? Sure, it can come from investigation (the villain is 
motivated to find a cure for her spouse's disease) or observation (the villain only steals 
items related to canines), but what about other challenges that are hidden?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Simple roleplaying interaction, encouraging villains to monologue 
and give things away, using super-senses (including Telepathy and Precognition), 
Intellect, Awareness, or Presence tests for insight into a foe's background, psychology, or 
to encourage the aforementioned interactions, or pure and simple guesswork, to name a 
few. In the last case, I also tend to be fairly generous: if a player is in the ballpark, they 
get to tag the challenge and spend the Determination. It's often more of an art than a 
science.
*********

Villains, Determination and Probability Control
*********
Q: How do I handle a villain (or non-player hero) with Probability Control when they 
don't have or use Determination?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Similar to a hero, the villain has "bonus" Determination equal to the 
Probability Control power's level. The Good Luck version allows the villain to effectively 
increase an ability by +2 per point spent for one action or retcon "lucky breaks". The Bad 
Luck version allows the villain to increase difficulties for others by +2 per point spent or 
retcon "unlucky breaks" for them.

In both cases, the GM gets a number of "free" uses equal to the villain's power level 
before having to award the players any Determination. Any uses of Probability Control 
past that point should award Determination like any other challenge or villainous use of 
Determination.

Example: The Killer Gamemaster uses his Probability Control to cause a ladder to break 
under a hero, increasing the difficulty of the Coordination test by +2.This costs one of his 
"free" uses of Probability Control but does not award the affect hero a Determination 
point.

Some GMs may wish to award Determination for villainous uses of Probability Control 
anyway, depending on the style of the game. Typically, most villains will exhaust their 
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free uses fairly quickly, especially if they are facing a whole team of heroes, but some 
groups may find being deprived of the usual rewards of encountering challenges 
somewhat frustrating. Balance withholding and awarding Determination as best suits the 
flow of your game.
*********

Villains, Determination and Wizardry
*********
Q: How do I handle a villain (or non-player hero) with Wizardry, since only heroes have 
and use Determination?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Same as handling a villain performing a power stunt or any other use 
of Determination, really. Choose the character's standard Wizardry powers (equivalent to 
a hero's assigned bonus powers). Any other powers you come up with for the character to 
duplicate in play count as power stunts; award players Determination when the villain 
uses them.

Note that since there's no real limit to how many standard Wizardry powers you can 
assign a villain in advance, you should be reasonably generous in awarding 
Determination, so long as the duplicated power is something that counts as a new 
challenge for the heroes. If it is just a variation on a theme (more for flavor than effect) 
you might withhold a Determination award, but generally try to hand out some 
Determination when a foe uses the flexibility of Wizardry to his or her advantage.

Example: Tempus Khan has Wizardry (Gadgets) 9, representing his tremendously 
advanced technology. His standard powers for it are Blast and Time Control. If the GM 
has Khan bust out with a Dimensional Travel Ray (the equivalent of an Alternation Ray 
for the Dimensional Travel power on p. 46 of Icons) to transport the heroes to an 
alternate Earth, that's worth awarding the affected heroes Determination for the villain's 
novel power use. If, on the other hand, Khan just uses his Wizardry to increase his 
Strength to 9 (like a use of Ability Boost) so he can engage his foes in "honorable" hand-
to-hand combat, the GM might consider that just a minor variation, given his standard 
Blast power already lets him do level 9 damage at a distance, and not award any 
Determination for that particular use of Wizardry on the villain's part. The same would 
likely be true if Tempus Khan used his Wizardry to present a holographic image of his 
master plan to some captured heroes; it's technically a Wizardry power stunt for the 
Illusion power, but it doesn't really constitute a challenge for the heroes (indeed, it may 
actually help them out when they later manage to escape!).
*********

The GM can tag one of the villain's qualities in order to give the villain a bonus. Instead 
of the villain spending Determination to do this, the player that the villain’s action is 
directed against gains the Determination that the villain would have spent.
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e.g. The PCs are facing down The Mighty Mesmer and his allies. Most of the PCs have 
been captured, but one is holding out. The GM tags one of The Mighty Mesmer's 
qualities - he is "Mankind's Mightiest Mind Manipulator" - in order to guarantee a Major 
success against the holdout hero. This ends up costing him 2 Determination, which are 
given to the hero (to be used later when they attempt to escape from Mesmer's death-
trap...)

A: [Steve Kenson:] Nicely put, Blacky, couldn't have said it better myself.

Q: This begs the question, how do the players (and/or their characters) know that the 
villain has a particular challenge? Sure, it can come from investigation (the villain is 
motivated to find a cure for her spouse's disease) or observation (the villain only steals 
items related to canines), but what about other challenges that are hidden?

A: [Steve Kenson:] Simple roleplaying interaction, encouraging villains to monologue 
and give things away, using super-senses (including Telepathy and Precognition), 
Intellect, Awareness, or Presence tests for insight into a foe's background, psychology, or 
to encourage the aforementioned interactions, or pure and simple guesswork, to name a 
few. In the last case, I also tend to be fairly generous: if a player is in the ballpark, they 
get to tag the challenge and spend the Determination. It's often more of an art than a 
science.
*********
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Stock Characters

This section contains no clarifications.
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Creatures

This section contains no clarifications.
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APPENDIX: Combat Examples for Clarity

By Sean_Patrick_Fannon
August 10, 2010 19:43

Mark Widner sent me a request for help that included “I think I get 90% of the book  
short of straight combat. Everyone talks around it but no one has really posted a simple  
example.” My response to him is one I hope will help others grasp the basics:

One thing I can say is that you really want to use the Initiative rules I came up with, or 
some of your own devising. Without initiative, it really breaks down.

The other thing to get used to is that you don’t roll anything; it’s all on the players. So if 
they are attacking, they roll the dice and add the result to their attack stat (usually 
Prowess for hand-to-hand and Coordination for just about everything else), and this is 
compared to the straight defense number (Prowess for hand-to-hand, Coordination for 
everything else).

Damage is static either way; subtract any armor or Invulnerability (or other defenses as 
appropriate), and that’s how much Stamina is lost.

The attack results are compared to see if you got a Major or Massive success. Note that if 
you get a Massive, you don’t need to also deal with the Major effect.

On these tests, another dice roll is applied by the player. On the offense, they roll and 
modify the Damage (Effect) number and it is compared to the static number of the 
enemy. On the defense, the hero rolls and modifies the defense number; you then apply 
the villain’s static result to determine the level of success he gets against the hero.

Example 1

Agent Silverstrike attacks the Nazi werewolf, Col. Bane, with his silver gauntlets (a  
Strike). He has a Prowess of 5 and is a Martial Arts Expert (+2). He rolls [Positive die 5,  
Negative die 2] and gets a 3. Added to his base offensive number of 7, his result is a 10.

Bane has a Prowess of 7. Silverstrike hits, with a Major Success [3-4 over is Major,  
while 5 or more over is Massive].

Silverstrike has a Strength of 6 and gets +1 for his Gauntlets. Banes vulnerability to  
Silver is “tagged,” so Silverstrike gets to add +3 to his damage [as determined by the  
GM, since silver is supposed to be a pretty big deal when dealing with werewolves]. The  
total damage is 10.
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Bane has Invulnerability 3, so 7 Stamina damage gets through; he’s down to 5 from his  
initial 12.

As well, because Silverstrike got a Major Success with a Lethal Weapon (the gauntlets he  
wears are meant to be killing damage), the agents gets to test to see if Bane is Stunned.

Silverstrike rolls [Positive 3, Negative 5] and gets a -2, which is subtracted from the 10  
damage he did for a total of 8.

Bane has a Strength of 7. His result is less than Silverstrike’s 8; he fails his test, is  
reduced to 0 Stamina and is unconscious.

He can hope his Regeneration will save him from capture…

More Info

If a villain is attacking, you don’t roll; the player rolls the dice and applies the result to 
their defense number. You simply apply the static attack number to that result.

Example 2

Bane’s ally, the Silber Panzer (Silver Tank) comes to avenge his fallen comrade. He fires  
upon Silverstrike; Silverstrike rolls [Positive die 1, Negative die 6], getting a -5! He  
applies this to his Coordination number of 6; with his Acrobatic Specialization, he raised  
that to a 7, but the -5 drops it to a lousy 2.

Panzer has a Coordination of 3, and a Weapons Expert (Guns) that gives him +2 for a  
total of 5.

His 5 vs. Silverstrike’s 2 gives him a Major Success. His weapons do 7 damage;  
Silverstrike’s Armor of 2 means he takes 5 of his 12 Stamina, leaving him at 7.

However, like what happened to Bane, the Major Success means Silverstrike has to test  
to see if he’s knocked out. He rolls [Positive 4, Negative 4], a 0 result, so his Strength of  
6 is compared to the 7 damage of Panzer. Ouch, a failure, so he is also knocked cold.

Here’s hoping his team can save him…
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